http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0095_ANDREW-Karen_Redacted.pdf
no information, poor information, no evacuation plans, etc.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0099_ARROW-Kaleb_Redacted.pdf
no evacuation plan was there, no evacuation was implemented. Sprinklers in mine must be maintained.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0072_ASBESTOS-COUNCIL-OFVICTORIA_Redacted.pdf
-- has members or clients with poor health in the Latrobe Valley. There experiences and frustrations are catalogued.
Penalize mine owner for any shortcoming in discharging its obligations.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0064_AUSTRALIAN-CHAR-PTY-LTD_Redacted.pdf
$1m lost production of Heat Beads (& volatile by-products?). 22 days without supply of briquettes.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0110_AUSTRALIAN-MEDICAL-STUDENTSASSOCIATION_Redacted.pdf
cancer, respiratory illness, climate change, etc
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0102_BARFOOT-Jennifer_Redacted.pdf
employed, no healthcare card = no assistance = discrimination, strung-along by insurers. made sick by smoke.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0125_BARTHOLOMEUSZ-Pat_Redacted.pdf
--follow Stretton Board of Inquiry recommendations (1944). poor communication from Chief Health Officer
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0022_BEECHER-KELK-Noah_Redacted.pdf
-- inappropriate mine management by mine owner.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0074_BENEDETTI-Maria_Redacted.pdf
criticises ex-SEC people, media, out-of-towners, plantations (2009 fires), Latrobe council, yet she relocated to
Hazelwood Nth herself.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0019_BROWN-William_Redacted.pdf
AUTHORITATIVE. Probable witness at HMFI hearings. questions if Fire Service Policy & Code of Practice was ignored
by GDF Suez. Already seen on ABC TV http://www.abc.net.au/news/video/2014/03/07/3959352.htm
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0011_BURNS-Fred_Redacted.pdf
health warnings discriminated "non existent distinctions" between difft. parts of Morwell. Dr Rosemary Lester criticised for
underplaying health risks.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0032_CASSON-Avenel_Redacted.pdf
30km east at Hallston, but poisoned by smoke. Little or no health info available.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0117_BERKOVICS-Gerald_Redacted.pdf
– recommend: clearly define the responsibilities of all parties.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0136_BLANEY-Martina_Redacted.pdf
--lives Boolarra, rainwater tank smelly & unusable, not eligible for water tests or compensations.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0076_BREWER-Olivia_Redacted.pdf
--"Hazelwood should be shut down if GDF Suez can't follow mine regulations"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0097_BROWN-Julie_Redacted.pdf
DAMNING SUBMISSION "they have failed all of us, it is disgraceful." This lady is active in “Voices of the Valley”
community group.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0011_BURNS-Fred_Redacted.pdf
--Dr Lester's distinction of "Morwell South" is geographic fantasy, unreal, not a fact.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0078_CABION-Tracy_Redacted.pdf
-variant on PROFORMA submission
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0032_CASSON-Avenel_Redacted.pdf
-impacted 30km away due east at Halston
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0087_CHAPMAN-Paul_Redacted.pdf
govt's protected their own people (various department's staff) and ignored public safety.

http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0042_CHARLESWORTH-Elizabeth_Redacted.pdf
"we thought we were going to die"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0148_CLEAN-AIR-SOCIETY-OF-AUSTRALIA-ANDNEW-ZEALAND_Redacted.pdf
AUTHORITATIVE experts give evidence of the most toxic pollutants being ignored by govt and health officials for weeks
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0021_CLELAND-Brendon_Redacted.pdf
criticising GDF Suez for inaction in the fire fight, doing nothing to prevent fire.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0009_COLLINS-Margaret_Redacted.pdf
--"I WANT MY LIFE BACK!!"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0026_COMMUNIST-PARTY-OFAUSTRALIA_Redacted.pdf
health issues smoke and ash, the need for expert cleanup often repeated.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0126_CONSTRUCTION-FORESTRY-MINING-ANDENERGY-UNION-MINING-AND-ENERGY-DIVISION_Redacted.pdf
Luke van der Meulen. GDF stripped assets, leaving coal exposed & unprotected
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0052_COOK-Margaret_Redacted.pdf
sick husband, relocation expenses, medication expenses, greedy foreign corporation, class action.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0122_COUSIN-Rosemary_Redacted.pdf
- impacted 30km away in Allambee South. Praises Sir Rupert Hamer's environmental initiatives. See clause 6.5 for a list
of potential breaches of legislation by GDF Suez.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0055_CRAWFORD-Graeme_Redacted.pdf
--a diagram suggests improved batter profile.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0004_DAVIS-George_Redacted.pdf
ex-SEC. study the history, bring back the rules, ask the old retired experts who were in the area
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0116_DEAFACCESS-GIPPSLAND_Redacted.pdf
issue warnings that can reach the deaf.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0056_DEANMAC-EMERGENCY-SERVICES-PTYLTD_Redacted.pdf
AUTHORITATIVE. detailed analysis of internal and external fire risks to open cuts
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0015_DIETRICH-Shaun_Redacted.pdf on page 9
"Morwell residents were asked to be prisoners in their own homes without being evacuated".
(the version at https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1gOvOSUoOVHUmFSZU83Zjl5czQ/edit?pli=1 has clickable media
links)
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0014_DIETRICH-Susan_Redacted.pdf
"Prosecute the arsonists, install CCTV monitoring, cover the mine, strengthen and enforce mine and plantation safety
regulations, govt must switch attitude from saving money to protecting lives" Naphthine and Northe come in for some
strong criticism. Susan's handwritten extras add real emotional impact to the typed text. Inquiry cannot ignore.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0121_DOWLING-John_Redacted.pdf
-DPI approved a mine extension in 2009, the Maryvale extension. now we lose some of the buffer = bad planning.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0018_DRAEGER-Ron_Redacted.pdf
cap the coal
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0106_ELLINGHAM-John_Redacted.pdf
- the PS & mine Environmental Review Committee is controlled by GDF Suez (secretariat?) SCANDALLOUS IF TRUE.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0152_ENVIRONMENT-VICTORIA_Redacted.pdf
- authored by Dr Nicholas Aberle PhD “Our submission identifies a range of failures by both government regulators and
mine management ”

http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0113_FARMER-Naomi_Redacted.pdf
- daughter of a mine worker. a CREDIBLE account of corporate greed compromising mine safety.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0012_FLINT-Brien_Redacted.pdf
HANDWRITTEN CAPITAL LETTERS! planning issues, bad govt, bad regulators, no bad words for GDF Suez,
helicopters and emerg services were "great"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0013_FRESHWATER-Graeme_Redacted.pdf
**AUTHORITATIVE** ex-SEC engineer 1966-1995. helicopters no good, Fire Services Policy & Codes of Practice:
comply with it! Nice pic of author in LV Gazette
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0034_FRIENDS-OF-LATROBE-CITYLIBRARIES_Redacted.pdf
interruption to community services inconvenience to clients, staff on rotation out of town, evening meeting cancelled.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0010_GAULTON-Rob_Redacted.pdf
ex-SEC geology manager, re application of regulatory regimes. water reticulation, foam, clay capping.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0005_GEDDES-Darren_Redacted.pdf
"not much, not much, a lot more"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0006_GEDDES-Darren_Redacted.pdf
"compensate me, buy me out"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0028_GILES-Greg_Redacted.pdf
see image page 3
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0107_GITTOS-Craig_Redacted.pdf
one image of smoke haze?? nothing else.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0037_HARRISON-John_Redacted.pdf
AUTHORITATIVE ex-SEC in charge of parts of the 1977 fire fight in the mine. Recommendations for the future to prevent
a repeat of 2014
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0071_HEPBURN-Samantha_Redacted.pdf
Professor @ Deakin Uni: final concept plan vs. progressive plan. no more self-regulation. Have an external authority to
enforce mine rehab. "reduce the scope for arbitrary and ad-hoc decision making" i.e. CORRUPTION IN GOVERNMENT
(my words).
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0105_HIGGINS-Barry_Redacted.pdf
tenacious grime/ash on my house in Traralgon. Who pays?
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0040_HOLLIS-David_Redacted.pdf
establish an National EPA on air quality, inter alia.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0104_HOWES-James_Redacted.pdf
ex-SEC mine worker. "who the hell is responsible for regulation?" please find out if you can!!!
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0058_INCOLL-Roderic_Redacted.pdf
1st hand experience in SEC in 1980s. Mostly about ember attack from outside, agrees with SEC suppression policy &
practice.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0138_IPSEN-Ron_Redacted.pdf
results of three community health surveys, 50pp.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0007_JACKEULEN-Jenny_Redacted.pdf
daughter Tia misses out on early financial aid.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0135_JENKINS-Brendan_Redacted.pdf
- excellent analysis of govt abrogation of responsibility, privatization stuff-ups.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0047_JONES-Roger_Redacted.pdf
managing public risk
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0119_JORDAN-Tessie_Redacted.pdf
cleaning daily in a polluted environment, for 45 days!
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0025_KAUFMAN-Ann_Redacted.pdf
– personally poisoned. Health info was too little too late, e.g. evacuation advice.

http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0140_KENTSCH-Averil_Redacted.pdf
it made me very ill, not a happy camper. Wants to leave, sell house, but values have crashed. will the company pay?
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0062_LAIRD-Andrew_Redacted.pdf
"don't forget the Anglesea mine."
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0069_LALOR-Anthony_Redacted.pdf
CFA volunteer. gates locked, fire suppression system for conveyor to Energy Brix was inoperative when needed most.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0036_LANGMORE-David_Redacted.pdf
**AUTHORITATIVE** decades of planning failures set out in detail, with references.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0091_LATROBE-VALLEY-SUSTAINABILITYGROUP_Redacted.pdf
[Lorraine Bull] refers to "Air pollution in the Latrobe Valley and its impact on respiratory morbidity" T Voigt, M Bailey, M
Abramson. Aust & NZ Journal of Public Health 09/1998, 22(5):556-61 – basically indicating that PM2.5 pollution has
been killing locals prematurely for decades.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0020_LEE-John_Redacted.pdf
AUTHORITATIVE ex-SEC fire protection officer, one of the three amigos Graeme Freshwater, William (“Bill”) Brown and
him!!!
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0108_LILEY-Alicia_Redacted.pdf
late. variation on the PROFORMA theme. (Nth Fitzroy)
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0093_LLOYD-Rodney_Redacted.pdf
"just as well it was not a Nuclear Power Station!"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0141_MAGUIRE-Brenda_Redacted.pdf
pathetic health dept response.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0067_MARINO-Maria_Redacted.pdf
dust everywhere, house value down 30%, lots of expenses purifiers, filters, water.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0050_MARINO-Vince_Redacted.pdf
"make the culprits at fault accountable"..."hefty fines for non-compliance"..."Hit them where it hurts"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0079_MASON-David_Redacted.pdf
variation on PROFORMA (Trafalgar)
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0061_MCKENZIE-MCHARG-Victoria_Redacted.pdf
similar to proforma: enforce mine work plan timelines, make your findings public.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0139_MCKELVIE-Malcolm_Redacted.pdf
General Practitioner @ Yarragon. Rehabilitate the mine,
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0027_McKERNAN-Michael_Redacted.pdf
ex-SEC dredge driver "CAP THE COAL"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0073_MORAHAN-Jacinta_Redacted.pdf
medico protesting Anglesea power station, wants findings made public.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0043_OHLSON-Kelly_Redacted.pdf
9 people poisoned by smoke.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0053_PAUL-Marjorie_Redacted.pdf
dust everywhere, disruption to our lives, health effects, costs, fear of long term effects, lack of communication.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0144_PAYETTE-Rita_Redacted.pdf
dairy farmer, lost fences, pasture, no assistance.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0016_PETERS-Susan_Redacted.pdf
we are left with cleanup bill, but fire wasn't our fault.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0146_POPPINS-John_Redacted.pdf
concern for phosphates, other chemicals polluting Latrobe River & Gippsland lakes.

http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0085_QUIRK-Elaine_Redacted.pdf
a couple both with health respiratory issues, had to leave town."please fix future air quality"
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0089_REID-David_Redacted.pdf
lots of suggested questions for the inquiry to find answers to.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0081_ROBINSON-Miriam_Redacted.pdf
variant on PROFORMA
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0155-SANDS-Wendy_Redacted.pdf
prisoner in my home. "I have lost faith in our leaders" multiple symptoms and illnesses from extended family
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0137_SESTOKAS-Leah_Redacted.pdf
IBAC report-OPI-local police superintendent $1,500 free hospitality to Aust Open.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0132_SINDT-Christine_Redacted.pdf
refers monash uni planned burns smoke study. Study the morbidity/mortality of pets: "Naphthine might understand" (!!)
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0115_SLUGA-Sheree_Redacted.pdf
"you heard us on 10th April Kernott Hall" (sysnopsis reflected back to HMFI!!)
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0033_SOUTHERN-CROSS-CARE-VICGIPPSLAND_Redacted.pdf
illness, cost & inconvenience for staff and clients. lost business income
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0066_STELEY-Doug_Redacted.pdf
!!!BOMBSHELL!!! muck-ups in the fire fight from CFA volunteer, stories of disillusioned mine staff. redacted photos and
other text. Possible witness at the Inquiry.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0131_STOCKDALE-Kylie_Redacted.pdf
confusing announcements by DHS on relocation reimbursements, eligibility, etc.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0080_TARANTO-Giussepe_Redacted.pdf
90-mile-beach land confiscation/alienation????? i.e. irrelevant
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0075_TEMPLE-Robert_Redacted.pdf
AUTHORITATIVE industrial chemist excellent info on the main toxic component of smoke, that Rosemary Lester diverted
attention from, with her Carbon Monoxide stunt. The killer is POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBON group of
chemicals, as dispersed widely in PM2.5 (smoke) particles by this smouldering coal fire.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0035_THOMAS-Max_Redacted.pdf
Lots of questions, some good.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0086_THOMPSON-Catheryn_Redacted.pdf
eye damage from toxic grit. Town should have been evacuated.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0134_TOSPELL-Sue_Redacted.pdf
bad health effects in Warragul, 40km WNW of Morwell Open Cut, on certain days. Triggered a recurrence of daughter's
asthma.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0044_TYLEE-Don_Redacted.pdf
reveiw and improve risk management strategies to reflect reality.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0150_TYRECYCLE-PTY-LTD_Redacted.pdf
--alleges that GDF Suez was illegally stockpiling worn conveyor belts, which burned with very toxic fumes evolved.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SO_0142_VICTORIAN-EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY-ANDHUMAN-RIGHTS-COMMISSION_Redacted.pdf
emerg services must comply with charter of human rights and responsibilities act 2006.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0129_WALL-Kerryn_Redacted.pdf
"gambling with people's health".
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0060_WALTON-Jennifer_Redacted.pdf
smoke effects on elderly and young relatives.

http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0002_WEBB-Debra_updated_Redacted.pdf
do NOT filter or pigeon-hole the questions, ask open-ended questions, get to the truth. severe reaction to high smoke
levels.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0101_WIGG-Rosemary_Redacted.pdf
night-time cleanup contractors too noisy, inconsiderate, poorly targeted, wrong priorities, possibly unnecessary.
http://hazelwoodinquiry.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/SI_0049_YELDS-Robert_Redacted.pdf
- personal health impacts. CAP THE COAL, rehabilitate the open cut

